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Guidelines for customer supplied files:
  Cenveo STL is 100% CTP (Computer To Plate). Film is no longer accepted. “Plate-ready” files are 
those that have been built by our clients or another prepress company, and are approved by the 
client. They must meet certain requirements before Cenveo STL can accept them. It is the prepress 
suppliers responsibility to ensure that the files furnished are produced in accordance with the 
following specifications. If time permits prior to printing, an indepth evaluation of the reproduction 
characteristics of the furnished files will be performed. The responsibility for the files remains with 
the prepress supplier, regardless of a request for evaluation. Cenveo STL strongly recommends 
that the prepress supplier thoroughly evaluate the supplied files prior to releasing them for final 
reproduction. Non-conformance to specifications which result in problems in manufacturing 
may result in charges to the customer. Supplied plate ready files must arrive at Cenveo STL 48 
working hours prior to press time. Although a collect for output download is not required, it is highly 
recommended. This 48 hour window allows Cenveo STL to impose the files in press lay-out form 
and create a complete Digital Dylux for customer sign off.

Supplied file specification:
 
 A. Files are to be pre-trapped (see trapping values on page 2), ready to impose 
     electronically on Cenveo STL’s Prinergy system.

 B. Under color removal is required for all process color work and should have a total ink coverage      
      not to exceed 340 percent. Please consult with your Cenveo STL sales representative. 

 C. Supplied files and proofs must have corner marks indicating trim and bleed. These marks must      
     be no more than 1/16” from bleed. Files and proofs must also have fold, score, and perf. marks 
     if applicable. Allow a minimum of 1/8” for bleed.

 D. All colors must be identified clearly, by color in the files and the proofs. The most recent 
     prepress applications files use a “C” suffix, while some older ones may use a “CVC” suffix. 
     These different naming conventions will show up on the “Print” menu of a layout application. 
     This creates an unwanted color palette or seperation. Before writing a .ps file or pdf, alter 
     any older file’s name, leaving only a “C” suffix in the name of the spot color palette. Since spot 
     colors MUST be named exactly the same from file to file (all applications (Quark, Illust., 
     InDesign, Photoshop etc.) must use the same names for each specific spot color, and must 
     be consistent for the entire signature to again ensure plate ready files do not contain “duplicate 
     seperations”. Any deviation will result in a nonconformity. 

 E. A process control strip indicating a solid density block as well as 75%, 50% and 25% tint 
     blocks must be incorporated in both the files and proofs for all colors at the appropriate 
     linescreen (Example below).
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 F. All pages must be built with an even border around the trim area. 

 G. In the cases of saddlestitch books, files should be supplied in as single pages. All shingling 
     allowances are determined by the thickness of the final product. Contact your Cenveo STL sales 
     representative for specific information.

 H. In the cases of Perfectbound books, files should be supplied in single pages  with the exception 
     of the covers which should be supplied as a spread with the spine built in. (Please create spare-
     outs for the inside front and inside back covers. Spare-out the spine and 1/2 the distance to the 
     hinge. Also the first and last page of a perfect bound book should  spare-out 1/2 the hinge 
     width.

 I. Gatefolds, shingling specs, trapping values, file resolution and screen ruling and screen angle 
    requirements must be resolved before the files are shipped.

 J. A die strike that includes the corner register marks of the process file must accompany all die 
     cut jobs. Foil and embossing work must also be included in the file.

 K. All solid PMS backgrounds must have a 60% second hit (undercolor) provided with a stay-away 
     on the 60% printer. All large solid black backgrounds should have an undercolor of 50% yellow, 
     50% magenta and 60% cyan for sheet-fed press runs and 33% yellow, 33% magenta and 40% 
     cyan for web press runs with a stay-away of the undercolors. 

 L. All supplied files jobs must have a backed-up, folded and trimmed digital dylux provided with 
     the file. This digit dylux must be signed and dated by the customer to indicate approval of the 
     files.

 M. All supplied jobs must have stripped color proofs or spot-color proofs signed by customer to 
     indicate approval of the file to be used at press make-ready. Any deviation must be approved by 
     Cenveo STL prepress department.

 N. QuarkXpress, InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator, etc. documents are not “plate ready” and if files 
     need to be ripped, trapped and proofed they will be re-estimated before proceeding. PDF-x1a is 
     the prefered file format for CTP.

A test file and proof must be submitted to Cenveo STL before a live job is entered. A test file should 
be sent to the appropriate Sales/Production person so the file and color proof can be identified 
correctly. Acceptable media include CD’s and DVD’s disks. Files can also be submitted via email or 
FTP. 

Trapping values:

  .003 in. for Cenveo STL’s 40” Presses

  .21 pt. for Cenveo STL’s 40” Presses

  .06 mm for Cenveo STL’s 40” Presses

Special trapping for metallics, flourescents and opaque inks please contact your Cenveo STL sale 
representative.
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